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GETTING SMART IN
HAMBURG
WITH ITS SMART CITY STATUS, GREEN CREDENTIALS AND
EXCELLENT TRANSPORT LINKS, GERMANY’S SECOND
LARGEST CITY TICKS ALL THE BOXES AS HOST FOR
THIS YEAR’S INTERGEO CONFERENCE AND TRADE FAIR.
GEOCONNEXION SPOKE TO PROF. KARL-FRIEDRICH THÖNE,
PRESIDENT OF EVENT ORGANISERS DVW, TO FIND OUT
WHAT VISITORS CAN EXPECT AT THE WORLD’S PREMIER
SHOWCASE FOR GEODESY, GEOINFORMATION AND
LAND MANAGEMENT

GeoConnexion (GEO): Last year’s INTERGEO
in Stuttgart broke all records for exhibition
floor space and visitor numbers. Can we
anticipate the same success this year?

Karl-Friedrich Thöne (K-FT): Based on the
response to date, I am confident Hamburg
will be another successful chapter in the
INTERGEO story. Virtually all the exhibition
space has already been booked and we
anticipate visitor numbers will be boosted by
this year’s focus on key issues such as Smart
Cities, UAVs and BIM.

GEO: The international flavour of the event
has grown year-on-year. Do you expect this
trend to continue in Hamburg?

K-FT: Very much so. Its growing international
appeal is evident in exhibitors and visitors alike
and, this year, simultaneous translation will be
available for the conference keynote speeches
and for presentations on key issues.

With its excellent transport links, Hamburg
is easily accessed from overseas, not least
from the UK whose national pavilion is,
this year, the centerpiece of a 22-strong

contingent of British companies and
organisations. Such participation has played
a big role in internationalising the event and
I am particularly pleased that the UK is the
country partner for this year’s INTERGEO. I
look forward to welcoming Nigel Clifford,
Director-General of Ordnance Survey,
whose conference keynote - “The evolving
Geospatial Environment in Great Britain:
the Opportunities and Challenges for a 21st
Century NMA” - will be keenly anticipated. The
United States is also increasing its presence
this year with a pavilion for medium-sized
companies. In short, the general trend seems
to be continuing and we expect a further
increase in the number of international guests.

GEO: As you mentioned earlier, the Smart
City concept will be a key topic for discussion.
As Hamburg is a trailblazer in developing an
intelligent digital city strategy, are any special
events being organised around this theme for
visitors and delegates?

K-FT: The supporting programme offers a
number of interesting excursions that reflect
INTERGEO’s core issues and make a fascinating
addition to the trade fair and presentations.

The “digital city” is an especially important
issue in Hamburg and one excursion will give
participants an insight into the highly complex
surveying operations in Hamburg’s harbour
district. Another will introduce participants
to the cutting-edge architecture in the
harbour district, while anyone interested in
the transport infrastructure can visit a major
construction site where a large bridge is being
built across a motorway without affecting the
traffic below.

GEO:What other topics/trends are likely to be
high on the agenda at INTERGEO 2016?

K-FT: Citizen involvement, data protection,
data security and e-governance are all topics
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that will influence future developments and
be open for discussion. An issue close to
my own heart is that of recruitment and the
outstanding career opportunities on offer to
new talent. A shortage of skilled workers in the
IT industry is having an impact on the Geo-IT
sector and filling this gap will also be given top
priority in Hamburg. The visitor demographics
for INTERGEO are getting ever younger and,
as such, participating organisations find it an
excellent event at which to give the younger
generation a positive image of the geo-
industry as a potential career.

GEO: A feature of this year’s INTERGEO will
be further development of the interaerial
SOLUTIONS event for those with an interest
in Unmanned Aircraft Systems. How will it
differ from the inaugural event held last year
in Stuttgart?

K-FT:My impression is that the interest in
and demand for UAVs is growing rapidly, both
in terms of content and in the breadth of
professional solutions and services, not least in
surveying. With a regulatory framework now
broadly established, the forum in Hamburg
will feature twice as many exhibitors as last
year, some showcasing classic applications
and how they can be used, (e.g. “drones

as a service”) and others highlighting the
intelligent networking of systems and sensors
to create fully comprehensive solutions. Once
again, a flight zone will see drones taking to
the sky, with fixed and rotary wing platforms
being put through their paces.

GEO: Will maritime topics and Hamburg
port’s reputation as “Gateway to theWorld”be
reflected at INTERGEO?

K-FT: As one of Europe’s top three ports, with
some 10,000 shipping movements a year,
handling this volume of traffic and dockside
logistics calls for a high level of coordination.
For this reason, the HPA (Hamburg Port
Authority) has been a trailblazer in adopting
intelligent systems networking across its entire
harbour operation. Dr. Sebastian Saxe, the
HPA’s Chief Digital Officer, will offer an insight
into this mammoth task in his conference
keynote speech onWednesday.

Maritime topics such as infrastructure projects
on sea routes, hydrographic surveying and
offshore developments such as wind farms are
threads that will run through other parts of the
event, too. These are exciting issues of global
importance as the energy revolution continues
to be a hot topic at INTERGEO, as elsewhere.

GEO: Will there be a smartphone app for this
year’s INTERGEO and when is it likely to be
available?

K-FT: The INTERGEO app, providing all the
information needed to plan a visit, will be
available in app stores at the beginning of
September.

GEO: Are there any special travel discounts
or accommodation arrangements on offer to
visitors? And what are Hamburg’s must-see
attractions?

K-FT: Special offers, exclusive to INTERGEO,
can be found at www.intergeo.de. With more
bridges than Amsterdam or Venice, its historic
warehouse district, the Elbtunnel, harbour
district, Elbe Philharmonic and Reeperbahn
amusement strip, Hamburg has much to offer
visitors. Almost all Broadway musicals premier
in the city, and if you always wanted to see
the world in miniature, take time to visit the
MiniatureWunderland model railway in the
Speicherstadt district of the city.

THE FORCES OF CHANGE
GATHER WITH A VENGEANCE!
NIGEL CLIFFORD, KEYNOTE SPEAKER AT THIS YEAR’S INTERGEO CONFERENCE, REFLECTS
ON CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN AN
INCREASINGLY COMPLEX WORLD

In developed economies we have seen a new wave of demands and
challenges from advances in Smart Cities, IoT, UAVs, sensor data available
from billions of mobile devices, and cheaper remote sensing options
interacting with new levels of machine learning.

This torrent of data has potentially profound implications for the operation
and purpose of traditional mapping and cadastral agencies operating in
economies with continuing austerity and pressure on public funds.

For the developing world, managing urbanisation and economic progress
requires mature geospatial support at an affordable cost.

The good news is that an alignment of experience, technologies and
imagination can chart a path through these challenges. The opportunity is
there if we, as an industry, wish to seize it.

I look forward to discussing these issues with colleagues at INTERGEO 2016

For the latest INTERGEO 2016 information
logon to: www.intergeo.de/intergeo-en/

Nigel Clifford, CEO, Ordnance Survey, United Kingdom
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ARITHMETICA LIMITED

Arithmetica is an innovator, demonstrating two products. Pointfuse is our groundbreaking fully automatic
point-cloud-to-CAD-model conversion and visualization software. SphereVision is our 360 imaging suite.
Arithmetica is based at Shepperton Studios, near London, providing systems, software and services to clients
around the globe.

• At INTERGEO we’ll show exciting new features of Pointfuse V2 and SphereVision Project Builder

• Over the next 12 months we’ll be looking to embed Pointfuse further into workflows with 3rd party plugins

• Arithmetica develops software solutions for problems that many thought were impossible to solve.

Visit us at Hall A1 , Stand D1.050 & C1.062 · www.arithmetica.com

BENTLEY SYSTEMS

Bentley Systems is a software development company that supports the professional needs of those
responsible for creating and managing the world’s infrastructure, including roadways, bridges, airports,
skyscrapers, industrial and power plants as well as utility networks. With Bentley’s reality modeling software,
users can add real-world imagery to infrastructure projects.

• With ContextCapture, you can quickly produce 3Dmodels derived from simple photographs

• To utilize accurate 3Dmodels with engineering accuracy that includes the relevant geospatial information

• Bentley’s commitment to innovative software began in 1984, and the company continues to innovate today!

Visit us at Hall 4 , Stand E4.041 · www.bentley.com

See the Possibilities
Booth #2501 at Esri® User Conference
June 27 – July 1, 2016 | San Diego, CA
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®

...For the Total Project

www.carlsonsw.com
800-989-5028

CARLSON SOFTWARE INC.

Look to Carlson Software for technically advanced software and integrated hardware for the full life cycle of a
land development or mining project. From data collection to survey and civil engineering design, including
construction estimation, 3D model building, and machine control, Carlson’s solutions use the same data
throughout and are designed to work seamlessly with each other.

• New: ultra-rugged Windows 10 tablet, Carlson RT3, running Carlson SurvPC5.0 data collection solution.

• Pairing next generation GNSS receivers with the Carlson RT3 tablet and SurvPC 5.0 software.

• Great software solutions for the total project combined with the industry’s best technical support.

Visit us at Hall A3, Stand C3.059 · www.carlsonsw.com

YOUR
ENTERPRISE

YOUR
PROJECTS

AADDVAANCCCINNGG YYYOOUURRR PPRROOJJECCTSS BY

CCOONNNNNNNEEECCCCCTTTIINNGGG
YYOOOUUURR WWWWWOOORRRLLLDDD

YYou. Yoouur PProojecctts.. AAnddd YYouur Ennteerpprisee.
Imagine everything in your world seamlessly connected.

Now, imagine aligning all the aspects of a successful infrastructure project simply and
.&)+/&5"- *3'1 !3,&%/0,!3% &(&/"23& 03' &(&/",$!3% !3 0 +3!#&'1 )24423 &3(!/234&3,

that advances your productivity, team collaboration, and project performance.

The CONNECT Edition enables you to deliver projects like never before.

GET CONNECTED BBennttleeyyy.ccoomm/CCCCOOONNNNEECCTTTYOU
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HEXAGON GEOSPATIAL

Hexagon Geospatial helps you make sense of the dynamically changing world. We enable you to envision,
experience, analyse and communicate geographic information. Our technology provides you the form to
design, develop and deliver solutions that solve complex, real-world challenges. This is realized through our
innovative software products and platforms.

• Fresh Content. Smart M.Apps. Clear analytics. Get Answers. Solve Problems.

• Shaping smart change by developing and delivering solutions to solve complex, real-world problems.

• We transform your data into actionable information, reducing the time from the moment of change to action.

Visit us at Hall A3, Stand D3.033 · www.hexagongeospatial.com

CADCORP

Cadcorp is a British software development company focused on geographic information systems (GIS) and
web mapping software. We offer a complete suite of products - the Cadcorp Spatial Information System® -
Cadcorp SIS® addressing all phases of spatial information management; from creation, through to application
development, deployment and data distribution.

• We are showing how organisations can share and distribute spatial data between people and systems.

• Our vision is to be recognised as supplying the most interoperable GIS and web mapping system available.

• We offer a flexible, interoperable, integrated product family of desktop, web and application GIS.

Visit us at Hall A1 , Stand 15 · www.cadcorp.com

Rugged computers for tough environments — www.handheldgroup.com/ruggedgeo

HANDHELD GROUP AB

Handheld Group is a fast-growing manufacturer of ultra-rugged handhelds and tablets - all carrying high
IP-ratings and meeting stringent MIL-STD-810G standards for withstanding water, dust, shock and extreme
temperatures. We work with a strong network of dealers worldwide supplying rugged computers to a wide
spectrum of field applications, often in the most demanding environments.

• We have a versatile lineup of rugged handhelds and tablets and will also introduce product news at Intergeo.

• Continued growth and prosperity while expanding our product lineup of rugged computers.

• We genuinely value sharing ideas back and forth with resellers and employees as we believe in growing together as a team.

Visit us at Hall A3 , Stand B3.027 · www.handheldgroup.com

2016

STREAMLINED.
DYNAMIC.
MOBILE.
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INTETICS CO

Intetics is an innovative highly skilled team of GIS and software professionals, resolving your most
complicated tasks and improving your production chain. Having broad experience in a variety of GIS tasks,
we can not only do the job but enhance your process and ensure your data is perfectly organized and
cleaned either it is a simple data processing task or creation of Enterprise GIS.

• We offer drones data processing and analysis, development of custom web portal for drone data delivery

• We bring the value through Disciplined Delivery making Software Engineering & Data Processing Predictive

• Our core know-how is a unique skills combination of experienced software and GIS professionals

www.intetics.com

JUNIPER SYSTEMS LIMITED

Juniper Systems designs and manufactures rugged handheld computers for use in extreme environments.
The new Mesa 2™ Rugged Tablet is the only IP68-rated tablet running Microsoft® Windows 10®. The new
Geode™ is a sub-meter receiver providing real-time, precision GNSS data. Together they deliver intense data
collection in the geomatics, mapping, and high-precision surveying industries.

• Our New Products: Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet with long range Bluetooth; Geode real-time sub-meter GNSS Receiver

• Listening to customers, we develop solutions designed specifically for Surveyors and GIS Professionals.

• We design and manufacture everything in-house to provide superior, reliable products and service.

Visit us at Hall A1, Stand D1.046 · www.junipersys.com

Stand Anywhere. Position Anything.

www.lasertech.com/GEOF

LASER TECHNOLOGY, INC.

MapSmart® on Android is a mapping solution that can also measure stockpile volumes. Professionals can
gather field data on a rugged tablet and integrate with GPS/GNSS for remote positioning. Pair it with the
TruPoint 300 for a simple, point and shoot solution that produces millimeter accuracy, photos of each shot
and measures horizontal and vertical angles, providing X, Y, Z coordinates.

• New, innovative hardware and solutions and laser rangefinder smart device app integration for GIS mapping

• High-quality products and solutions with a focus on quality through innovation and dedication

• Superior pulse measurement technology performance and specializing in tilt and compass sensors

Visit us at Hall C3 , Stand 043 · www.lasertech.com
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LEICA GEOSYSTEMS

Revolutionising the world of measurement and survey for nearly 200 years, Leica Geosystems creates
complete solutions for professionals across the planet. With precise and accurate instruments, sophisticated
software, and trusted services, Leica Geosystems delivers value every day to those shaping the future of our
world.

• Reality capture technologies that are leading business digitalisation and create digital realities.

• To continue providing leading geospatial technologies that solve the challenges our world is facing.

• Quality and a visionary drive. We are committed to the superior quality of our offerings while pursuing groundbreaking solutions.

Visit us at Hall A3 , Stand E3.021 · www.leica-geosystems.com

GEOIMAGING LTD

GeoImaging Ltd is an innovative SME that offers scientific and professional solutions in GeoInformation
and IT applications in Cyprus and abroad. The company has a strong involvement in research in EU &
national funded R&D projects. The main areas of expertise involve developing applications and services in
Photogrammetry, GIS, 3D modelling, web & mobile development, Data Mining & Cartography.

• We deliver a satellite image processing platform for high resolution forest assessment.

• We are developing an LBS Augmented Reality System for Utilities Infrastructure Management.

• We are a multidisciplinary team of engineers and IT professionals with a strong interest in research.

www.geoimaging.com.cy

METASENSING

MetaSensing provides airborne SAR sensors for mapping as well as ground-based radar systems for real-time
monitoring of structural deformation, sea waves, and precipitation. MetaSensing manufactures and operates
the radar sensors using proprietary technology, and can offer a high level of customization for invaluable
radar solutions for commercial, scientific, and government clients.

• Learn about our entire radar portfolio, with a focus on ground-based FastGBSAR and airborne MetaSAR-XL.

• MetaSensing is expanding its global network to offer the best radar solutions worldwide.

• MetaSensing provides radar solutions to the geospatial market for a competitive advantage.

Visit us at Hall A4 , Stand D4.040 · www.metasensing.com
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OPTI-CAL SURVEY EQUIPMENT

Opti-cal Survey Equipment is an industry leading supplier of land survey and precision measurement
technologies based in the UK. Supporting professionals across a diverse range of industries - from
Engineering and Construction, to Archaeology and Forensics – we hire and sell both new and reconditioned
equipment, as well as providing comprehensive service, technical support and training.

• Opti-cal will be exhibiting a large range of reconditioned survey equipment

• Our vision is to continue to be World class providers of survey equipment

• Opti-cal focuses on offering value for money at all times

Visit us at Hall A1, Stand C1.035 · www.surveyequipment.com

READING | GATWICK | MILTON KEYNES | BRISTOL | HUDDERSFIELD | LIVINGSTON

The Next Generation in Survey Equipment
++++++++++444444444444444444 (((((((0000000)))))))111188 99882200 550000000000000000

READING | GATWICK | MILT

Join us on

Stand C1.035, Hall A1

Stand
D1.050

Stand
D1.050

OR3D LIMITED

OR3D is a 3D scanning solutions company, based in the UK. We have a portfolio of handheld and tripod
mounted scanners, plus laser trackers from the world’s leading vendors. We create CAD models or
inspection reports, from ancient artefacts to highway infrastructure using non-contact scan data. We will be
demonstrating our mobile immersive virtual engineering 3D environment.

• Mobile VR environment, allowing clients to visualise their CAD and scan data in an immersive 1:1 scale.

• Integrating millimetre accurate laser scanning into aerial operations.

• Providing a complete in-house turnkey services and solutions from scan to CAD to VR.

Visit us at Hall A , Stand UK Pavilion 3 · www.or3d.co.uk

Professional 3D scanning, inspection
and reverse engineering

2The Sawmill, Brynkinalt, Chirk,Wrexham, LL14 5NS
t:+44 (0) 01691 777 774 • e:info@or3d.co.uk • w: www.or3d.co.uk
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RACURS

Since its foundation in 1993 Racurs company has been developing an innovative digital mapping
software for processing aerial, space and terrestrial imagery. Our flagship product PHOTOMOD was one
of the first digital photogrammetric systems on the market. Today DPW PHOTOMOD is the most popular
photogrammetric software in Russia and well known all over the world.

• PHOTOMOD 6.2 —stereovectorization of oblique imagery, dense DSM for all sensors, automatic 3D modelling.

• Improvements in UAS, 3D-modeling (vector and point cloud), oblique imagery processing.

• All sensors, unified close-knit workflow, efficient technological cycle, fast technical support.

Visit us at Hall F4 , Stand 030 · www.racurs.ru

Laser Scanners for terrestrial, mobile,
airborne, UAS/UAV and industrial applications

RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH, Austria RIEGL USA Inc. RIEGL Japan Ltd. RIEGL China Ltd.www.riegl.com

RIEGL Innovation in 3D

RIEGL LASER MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS GMBH

RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems is a performance leader in the research, development and production of
terrestrial, industrial, mobile, bathymetric, airborne and UAS-based laser scanners and laser scanning systems.
RIEGL’s innovative hard- and software provides powerful solutions for nearly all imaginable fields of surveying
applications.

• Wewill showcase our comprehensive product range including the RiCOPTER UAS and the VUX-1 LiDAR Sensor Series.

• Meet our international team of experts from our offices in Austria, the United States, China, and Japan!

• Meet Software and System integration partners for special applications directly located at the RIEGL booth.

Visit us at Hall A3 , Stand C3.059 · www.riegl.com

Marketing For GeoMarketing For Geo
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• Wireless data communications for mission-critical applications
• Robust and reliable RTK data link between GNSS base and rover stations
• Last mile connection to remote locations

Satel radio modems and modules
www.satel.com

SATEL OY

Satel, your mission-critical connectivity partner, specializes in the design and manufacturing of radio modems
for wireless data communications. Satel modems provide an easily installed solution; being an excellent
choice to send correction data from base to rover in precision farming, land surveying and machine control
applications.

• Satel offers both small easy-to-integrate modules and powerful external radio modems.

• Satel’s mission is to be even more known in the field of land surveying, machine control and agriculture.

• Satel is flexible in all what they do and they offer high-quality global services. Satel is there where you are!

Visit us at Hall A3, Stand E3.043

MISSION-CRITICAL CONNECTIVITY

Visit us
on the U

K Pavili
on at

Intergeo
www.siliconsensing.com
sales@siliconsensing.com

High Precision low cost MEMS
An all new family of 6 DoF IMUs

DMU10 - Silicon Sensing Systems’ precision MEMS IMU offering class-leading
accuracy, in a small and affordable, yet powerful 6 DoF inertial module.

DMU11 - OEM version of DMU10 for high volume applications.

DMU30 - High-end MEMS IMU alternative to more costly FOG-grade IMUs
for use in exacting motion sensing applications (ITAR - Free).

SILICON SENSING SYSTEMS LIMITED

Silicon Sensing specialises in developing & manufacturing precise, reliable & affordable MEMS gyros,
accelerometers & IMUs which are now being optimised for application in geographic alignment, north
finding, surveying & mapping. Recent technological advancements mean Silicon Sensing can now offer even
higher precision devices with unrivalled bias stability and low noise.

• Silicon Sensing’s DMU30 is a low-cost, ITAR-free, MEMS alternative to FOG-grade IMUs

• Our vision is to establish MEMS IMUs as the inertial engine for geospatial awareness and mapping

• We are mass producing low-drift, low-noise, MEMS inertial sensors for a wide range of applications

Visit us at Hall A1, UK Pavilion - Stand D1.049 · www.siliconsensing.com
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smart maps for smart cities

www.geonavigator.de
intergeo hall A1 C1.036

Ge Navigator
GOOGIS

TOPO GRAPHICS GEOINFORMATIONSSYSTEME GMBH

GooGIS provides safe Geoportals at low cost. Individual data can be added and published, based on Internet
map services. No GIS expertise required, thanks to a simple and clearly structured user interface. We also offer
a platform for an interactive geographic municipal information system with high benefit for citizens, visitors
and local trade - without any costs for the municipality.

• Opportunities! Looking forward to 3 days of discussions with potential international GooGIS resellers

• Expand our reseller network and increase the customer base for our municipal information system.

• GooGIS is platform-independent and is easily customizable in terms of interface and language.

Visit us at Hall A1 , Stand C1.036 · www.googis.de

WITH YOU ALL THE WAY

Every type of project, any size company, any application - We have a
complete selection of precision measurement and positioning solutions to
meet your needs.

Get insights on what other professionals just like you are achieving with
Topcon technology.

topconpositioning.com

TOPCON POSITIONING GROUP

Innovative global market-leading company developing and manufacturing precision satellite and optical
products & software solutions for geopositioning, construction and agriculture.
GNSS, robotic, BIM, mass data collection solutions and committed support connect field and office in
realtime, part of a complete workflow solution, exchanging data & communicating between site & office.

• We offer first hand experience and specialist knowledge of all our new and existing solutions in great atmosphere.

• Continue smart integration of information-technology for sustainable infrastructure and agriculture

• We always search for customer and business partnerships to offer the best application solution

Visit us at Hall A1 , Stand E1.039 · www.topconpositioning.com

EXHIBITORS ON THE UK PAVILION – LOCATED IN THE CENTRE OF HALL 1

GeoConnexion
The latest geoinformation serving the World
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ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GMBH

Zoller + Fröhlich is a leader in the fields of ferrules, wire harnessing and laser measurement
technology (hardware and software). As an internationally operating company, we
cooperate with dealers in more than 40 countries and there are also subsidiaries
in the UK and the US.

• We will present new hardware and software solutions, enhancing the applications of laser scanning.

• Continual innovation in order to set new standards in the field of laser scanning.

• Data quality and the ability to develop customized solutions for our customers, which fulfil their needs.

Visit us at Hall A4 , Stand D4.001 · www.zf-laser.com

TRIMBLE

Trimble applies innovative technologies allowing field and mobile workers in businesses and government
to collect, share and deliver complex information faster and easier, making them significantly productive.
Our solutions are focused on applications requiring position or location—including surveying, construction,
agriculture, fleet and asset management, public safety and mapping.

• Trimble will be showcasing survey, GIS and 3D solutions that are designed for optimal productivity.

• Trimble’s vision is to transform the way the world works and lives by offering innovative geospatial solutions.

• Trimble continues to pioneer new solutions stemming from our legacy in GPS technology since the 1970s.

Visit us at Hall A4 , Stand E4.045 · www.Trimble.com

ARENA4D

Veesus is a developer of unique and inventive software solutions, that provide the geospatial and laser
scanning industry with the capability to combine and visualise any point cloud from any source with any
other 3D data including GIS, BIM and CAD. Veesus’ powerful XStream Engine views point clouds instantly,
allowing you to exploit, edit, present, reverse engineer, and fully animate your data.

• XStream Engine SDK Release - Add the power of the XStream Engine to your point cloud software solution.

• What’s Next - Focus on Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Solid Surfaces,More Plug-ins, Integrationwith specific hardware solutions.

• Unique and powerful software solutions, agile, inventive, customer driven, superb support, focused and passionate.

Visit us in Hall 1 on the UK Pavilion
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